Objectives and Scope of this Study

The aim of this study was to examine the data preservation and retrieval techniques as offered and made available by database providers and users expectation and feedback on this issues. The following are the objectives of the study.

- To identify different characteristics of Digital Libraries.
- To identify different common Digitised Storage Media.
- To identify different accessibility of Digital Information Storage and Retrieval.
- To identify different accessibility features of the online databases.
- To find out different aspects of the feasibility of the sites of the online databases;
- To identify different browsing features of the online databases;
- To recognize different menu driven or command oriented retrieval techniques of an online database.
- To evaluate of the data retrieval techniques on the basis of the performance among the online databases.
- To propose ranking of online databases on the basis of adoptability' of data retrieval techniques.
- To know the university' libraries using maximum online databases.